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Port Elliot based artists Chris DeRosa and Gerry Wedd have paid homage to historic figure 

Jessica Louisa Hussey in a soon-to-be installed public art work entitled Neptune’s Pearls. 

Hussey was born in Goolwa in 1862 and died in Port Elliot in 1899. During her lifetime she 

collected botanical specimens for state, national and international herbariums, with a particular 

interest in local seaweeds and spongia from local beaches. Her grave is in the Port Elliot 

Cemetery and she has descendants who are active members of the local community today. 

DeRosa and Wedd were commissioned by Alexandrina Council in June 2019 to create the 

sculpture, following an expression of interest process, in which they responded to a brief 

giving consideration to the historical significance of Port Elliot and its position on South 

Australia’s coastline.   

Neptune’s Pearls will be installed in Continental Park overlooking Horseshoe Bay, one of the 

locations where Hussey collected specimens. It is made of mild steel and powder coated 

yellow, and includes interpretive information.  

Since moving to Port Elliot 19 years ago, Chris De Rosa has become aware of the work of 

Jessica Hussey. De Rosa’s own artwork has often featured a fascination with sea flora along 

the local coastline where she regularly swims. She was the recipient of the Country Arts SA 

Breaking Ground award in 2016 and has work in the collection of the National Gallery of 

Australia. 

Gerry Wedd is most widely recognised as a ceramic artist, as well as a long-time contributing 

artist for iconic Australian clothing brand Mambo. Wedd has had work tour nationally by 

JamFactory Adelaide in 2016, as well as work in the National Gallery Canberra, the Art Gallery 

of South Australia and The Powerhouse museum Sydney, among other arts institutions. 

 


